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1. Context and introduction
The main objective of the MEFISTO task is to build knowledge on the effect of the
composition on the type of phases that form under irradiation in high‐Cr F/M alloys, their
kinetics of formation, their effect on radiation‐hardening (generally correlated with
embrittlement), as a basis for mechanistic embrittlement correlations, similar to those
developed for reactor pressure vessel steels used in LWRs. The work proposed is the logical
extension and continuation of the work performed in GETMAT [1–3], where the focus was
on FeCr alloys of low purity and, particularly, on the formation of Cr‐decorated loops as
hardening features and on phase transformation kinetics of the alloys under irradiation.
Atom Probe Tomography (APT) investigations of the irradiated alloys revealed the presence
of other possible hardening features: solute clusters enriched in Cr and in the impurity
elements Si, P and Ni.
In order to understand the role of each impurity on the formation of the nano‐features
formed under irradiation and the eventual synergies between the different species,
FeCr(SiNiP) alloys of different composition will be investigated in the framework of the
MEFISTO task.
From the modelling point of view, the mechanisms responsible for the formation of the
CrMnNiSiP solute clusters have been investigated. These studies have been performed using
electronic structure calculations in the framework of density functional theory (DFT) to
determine basic interaction parameters and to calculate migration barriers and
vibrational/entropic properties. These are then coupled with a self‐consistent mean field
(SCMF) transport theory framework to determine diffusion coefficients, flux coupling
characteristics and radiation induced segregation trends.
The lion share of this work has been published already. For the vacancy‐solute interactions
and transport properties, see [4] and for the SIA‐solute interactions, a manuscript is
available in [5].

2. Methods
2.1 Electronic structure methods
The DFT calculations have been performed with the Vienna Ab initio Simulation Package
(VASP). The projector augmented wave method (PAW) [6] was applied with the Perdew‐
Burke‐Ernzerhof (PBE) [7] and the Perdew‐Wang (PW91) [8] exchange‐correlation potentials,
with the inclusion of the Vosko‐Wilk‐Nusair (VWN) [9] spin interpolation of the correlation
potential in order to obtain a good description of the magnetism. Supercells of 128 and 250
bcc sites were used with a Monkhorst‐Pack 333 k‐point grid sampling the Brillouin zone
[10] and of 1024 and 1458 bcc sites with gamma point k‐point representation. The plane
wave expansions were cut off at 300 eV. The Methfessel‐Paxton broadening scheme is used
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with a 0.3 eV width. All relaxations were performed under constant volume conditions. The
local magnetic moments are calculated by taking the spin channel difference of the
integrated charge density over the Wigner‐Seitz sphere of the relevant atom. For the defect
– solute and solute – solute interactions the binding energy of a configuration containing the
objects Ai is defined as





Eb (A1 , A2 ,..., An ) = E  Ai + (n  1)Eref   E(Ai ) ,
n

(1)

i

where Eref is the energy of the supercell without any objects, E(Ai) is the energy of the
supercell containing the single object Ai and E  Ai  is the energy of the supercell
containing all of the interacting objects. With this definition, negative values of Eb denote
binding configurations.
The nudged elastic band (NEB) method [11,12], implemented with three images and the
climbing‐image algorithm [13], was employed for the evaluation of the system energy at the
saddle point for all jump configurations. In the climbing image algorithm, three images are
sufficient for an accurate evaluation of the saddle‐point energy [14,15] since all barriers here
investigated are of single‐hump shape. The migration barriers are defined as energy
difference between the saddle point and the initial state. Each NEB simulation yields the
migration energy of a forward jump (
) and its backward counterpart
(

).

The standard potentials available in the VASP library were employed for all involved
chemical elements. Concerning the calculations in the Fe(Mn) alloy, it was previously
reported that some NEB simulations did not converge to a physically meaningful magnetic
state [16] and led to anomalously high migration barriers (>1 eV) [17]. A similar issue was
encountered in the Fe(Si) alloy. The system was successfully driven to the correct global
minimum with the use of linear mixing in the starting guess of the charge dielectric function,
as opposed to using the Kerker model [18,19].
For thermodynamics and stability considerations, about one thousand solute‐solute and
solute‐defect configurations have been considered. For the solute‐solute and solute‐vacancy
configurations, all pairs up to 5nn and triplets up to 2nn have been considered, see Appendix
A. For the solute‐SIA configurations, configurations with up to two solutes and one SIA have
been considered for 0th and 1st shell configurations, see Appendix B.
For the simulations of SIA loop interaction with solutes, elastic corrections were applied
using the ANETO code developed by CEA Saclay (SRMP) [20].

2.2 Atomic transport modelling
In order to investigate atomic transport properties and flux coupling phenomena, the self‐
consistent mean field (SCMF) theory of Nastar has been applied [21]. To discuss transport
properties it is useful to rewrite Fick’s equations in terms of Onsager transport coefficients
(Lij) and gradient of chemical potential (
), so as to separate the kinetic and
thermodynamics contributions. The flux of each considered species can then be written as
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∑

.

(1)

The SCMF theory relies on using a predefined set of jump frequencies (from ab initio
calculations or interatomic potentials) and detailed balance. The jump frequencies are
defined as
,

(2)

where
is the migration barrier and the ij nomenclature is explained in Figures 1 (2) for
vacancies (self‐interstitials).

Figure 1. Network of the 12 Fe‐V jump frequencies affected by the presence of a solute atom, for
solute‐vacancy interactions extending to the 5nn distance. The solute‐vacancy exchange is labelled
ω2, while ω0 represents the unaffected Fe‐V jump frequency.
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Figure 2. Nomenclature of different dumbbell‐solute configurations. In the label x, x is the solute
nearest‐neighbor position with respect to the dumbbell, whereas  stands for different combinations
with respect to the dumbbell orientation. The colored atoms are located outside the interaction shell
and the first shell reachable within one jump. The mixed dumbbell configuration is marked with 'M'.

The full details of the SCMF theory can be found in [21] and all details of the application here
reported can be found in [4,5].

3. Results
Bulk and defect properties in bcc Fe from DFT have been explored in a number of works [22‐
25]. In Table 1 we compare the current calculations to previous ones and to experiments for
a number of basic bulk‐ and defect properties. The agreement is very good and eventual
discrepancies are discussed in more detail in [4].
Table 1. Bulk properties (computed or adopted in this work), compared with experiments
and previous calculations.

References a‐o, see Table 1 in [4].
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3.1 Solute – vacancy results
The DFT interaction energies of the here considered solutes with vacancies are presented in
Figure 3. The results agree well with previous calculations and with available experiments. It
is clear that most solutes bind vacancies to some extent, except for Cr where the interaction
is very weak.

Figure 3. Ab initio solute‐vacancy binding energies (in eV) obtained by supercell relaxation, compared
with previous calculations and experiments. Negative energies stand for attractive interactions. For
references, see Figure 2 in [4].

Moreover, a large database of DFT solute‐solute and solute‐vacancy interactions has been
generated with configurations from first‐ to fifth nearest neighbour. The interaction tables
themselves are present in Appendix A.
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The effect of the choice of detail in the transport model is investigated in terms of the solute
drag factors for the dilute binary alloys, see Figure 4. Full details in [4]. It is clearly shown
here that the simplest choice of first nearest neighbour (1nn) interactions and kinetic
pathways is not sufficiently refined to capture the transport properties. Between 2nn and
5nn models the difference is essentially insignificant, however.

Figure 4. Solute‐drag factors LBV/LBB = −(1+LAB/LBB) obtained with the SCMF method (lines) and with
kinetic Monte Carlo simulations (dots) for each binary alloy, with several jump frequency sets (1nn,
2nn, 5nn, and FISE). Drag occurs for values greater than 0. The 2nn‐model curve overlaps with the
5nn‐model one for Fe(P). Results of previous works are also shown for Fe(Cr), Fe(Ni), and Fe(Cu).
Reference numbering from [4].
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The diffusion coefficients for vacancy assisted (thermal) diffusion are presented in Figure 5.
The agreement with experiments is very good. Only for Mn is the activation energy visibly
different. This is most probably due to the approximated way in which the magnetic phase
transition is handled here, assuming that the effect is constrained to that of the Fe lattice.

Figure 5. Comparison of solute tracer diffusion coefficients computed with the SCMF method in the
5nn model with experiments. The dashed line marks the magnetic order‐disorder transition.
Reference numbering from [4].
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By calculating the partial diffusion coefficients, radiation induced segregation (RIS)
tendencies can be identified, see Figure 6. We see here clearly that in the approximation of
negligible effect of SIA diffusion, RIS will drive segregation to e.g. grain boundaries, by
vacancies, for all solutes except Cr up to high temperatures.

Figure 6. RIS tendencies computed with the SCMF method in the 5nn model, for the Fe‐X binary
alloys. Solute drag (and subsequent enrichment at sinks) takes place when the ratio is negative; in
the opposite case, enrichment holds as long as the ratio is smaller than 1.

3.2 Solute – self-interstitial results
Self‐interstitials have been treated in the same way as the vacancies, including a wide range
of DFT interaction and migration energy calculations. The full details of the results pertaining
to the kinetics and the model development can be found in Paper III of the PhD thesis of L.
Messina [5]. The main results will be presented here.
First, however, a wide range of solute‐solute – SIA configurations have been considered, in
zeroth and first shell configurations, see Appendix B. A model assuming that the total
binding energy is dominated by the sum of the two individual solute – SIA interactions for
the solute‐solute – SIA interactions provide predictions within 0.1 eV of the DFT data for
essentially all cases except the zeroth shell configurations (SIA_AB_MM, SIA_AB_Cc,
SIA_AB_Cf and SIA_AB_MT), see Appendix B. Even for the latter of these (SIA_AB_MT), the
screening introduced by the SIA is so strong that only 6 out of 36 configurations have larger
than 0.1 eV errors in prediction. All of these cases have at least one non‐transition metal
atom (Si or P) in them. Thus, such a simple pair model will capture most of the physics if
introduced in, for example, a kinetic Monte Carlo code. The conclusions that can be drawn
are that many‐body effects are small and simple rules for adding pair interactions work very
well for these solutes.
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The solutes Si, Cu and Ni do not bind SIAs and therefore their interaction with SIAs is of
vanishing importance, as can be seen in the correlation factors presented in Figure 7. For Cr,
Mn and P, however, there are significant binding energies and therefore also the SIA
diffusion mechanism is activated and plays an important role.

Figure 7. Left) Correlation factor for dumbbell‐assisted solute diffusion as a function of temperature,
and DFT mixed‐dumbbell binding energies (negative values stand for attractive interactions). The
dashed line marks the value of the geometric correlation factor f0 = 0.42 for dumbbell diffusion in bcc
crystals. Right) Ratio of solute‐to‐iron partial diffusion coefficients, as a function of temperature.
Solute transport by a dumbbell mechanism occurs when the ratio is larger than unity. The dashed
lines represent the same quantity when kinetic correlations are not taken into account.
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The partial diffusion coefficients for vacancy and SIA driven diffusion are presented in Figure
8 (left), together with the compound RIS tendencies under irradiation conditions where
Frenkel pairs are produced (right). For most solutes there is enrichment at sinks due to
vacancy (SIA) drag for Cu, Ni, Si, (P, Mn) up to high temperatures. For Cr there is a
competition between SIA‐driven enrichment and vacancy‐driven depletion, leading to a
predicted switch‐over temperature close to room temperature. This tendency has been seen
in experiments on concentrated Fe‐Cr alloys: that all solutes enrich except Cr which has a
switching behaviour [26].

Figure 8. a) Partial diffusion coefficient ratio for vacancy‐ (solid lines) and interstitial‐assisted (dashed
lines) diffusion as a function of temperature. The ratios are renormalized in order to have solute
depletion in the above panel, and solute enrichment below. The sign change for a few curves is
marked with ’X’. b) Global radiation‐induced segregation tendencies as functions of temperature.
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3.3 Solute – SIA-loop results
For all solutes, the interaction of solutes inside the loop is either negligible or strongly
repulsive, see Figure 9. As could be expected, large atoms such as Mo and W, and to a lesser
extent V, are also repelled when they are positioned inside the loop. Cr interacts very weakly
when situated near the loop edge. Cu, Si and Ni as well as Mn and P are attracted by the
loop.
Mn and P can form mixed dumbbells [27,28] and their attraction to the loop is thus quite
understandable. The interaction is stronger for P as for the mixed dumbbell.
Ni and Si atoms favour sites in tension and accordingly establish a strong attractive
interaction inside the loop. Cu is more stable in sites in compression and it interacts the
strongest outside the loop. The small interaction inside the loop at the border is less obvious
to understand.

Figure 9. DFT binding energies as function of position for solute atoms to a 37 <111> loop.
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The DFT results have been compared for Cu, Ni and Mn with the FeNiMn EAM potential
developed by Bonny et al. [29], see Figure 10. The EAM potential underestimates the binding
energies and the attraction. Nevertheless using this FeCuNiMn EAM potential, the
segregation in interstitial loops has been simulated by Metropolis Monte Carlo [30]. The
effect of decorated loops on the dislocation mobility has been evaluated and the unpinning
stress was found to be increased mainly for small loops [31].

Figure X. Comparison of DFT and EAM binding energies for solute atoms with a 37 <111> loop.
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For the <100> loop, the DFT results obtained follow the same trend as for the <111> loop:
strong attraction for P mainly inside at the border, large attraction for Mn and Si, see Figure
11. We note strong repulsion for W and Mo inside the loop and weak interaction for Cr with
a weak repulsion inside the loop. For Cu and Ni there is a small attraction inside the loop.

Figure 11. DFT binding energies as function of position for solute atoms to a 36 <100> loop.

4. Conclusions
A wide range of DFT calculations have been performed in this project. The solute‐solute
interactions are dominated by electronic structure effects rather than elastic ones. The same
goes for the solute‐defect interactions. For the SIAs, simple pair models work very well to
describe the interactions beyond the zeroth shell due to the strong solute‐solute screening
introduced by the defect.
The vacancies drag all solutes except Cr up to high temperatures (well above the reactor
operation range) when correlations become too weak. Solutes are transported by SIAs if the
mixed dumbbell is stable. For Cr this introduces a low transition temperature for radiation
induced segregation, since there is a competition between SIA enrichment and vacancy
depletion.
The solute – SIA‐loop interactions are not conforming to expectations from simple
arguments. Cr, which is normally bound by SIAs is largely unaffected by loops (slight
repulsion), while Cu and Ni have the opposite trends. These results merit further
investigation. P, Mn and Si conform more or less to expectations from single SIA‐solute
predictions.
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Appendix A
Binding energies (positive = attraction) are reported in units of eV.

DFT data for solute‐solute and solute‐vacancy pair interactions
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Appendix B
Binding energies (positive = attraction) are reported in units of eV.
Page 1. DFT data of solute‐solute – SIA interactions (1)
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